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A Great 2021 Summer...

It might look like we’re well on the way back 
to air transportation normalcy…

Let’s take a look at the past summer…
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Wow! Security Lines... Just like the good old days!

Comforting! 
Line up and 
prove you’re 
not carrying 

four ounces of 
hairspray!
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And give or take a silly mask, inflight service is back!

Snacks are Free… 
just like at 
Alcatraz….

Bread & water 
cleverly disguised as a 

tiny bag of pretzels 
and a bottle of Evian
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The Pre-Covid Consumer Perception of 
Passenger Service Is Back, Too!!
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Alas, Just A Perception…

The aviation changes in the next 18 months 
will be as dynamic as has ever been 

experienced.



Headline – Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, September 1..

“The long decline of  the once-thriving Pittsburgh 
International Airport “

Say what? 

“Long Decline?”
“Once-Thriving”

Another Sidebar…



The USA is not behind the globe in 
airport planning… it’s 50 years ahead.

• Our airport system – at all levels - is an economic 
advantage in the new global aviation industry.

• No other nation has built as effective a system

• Given the 21st century opportunities, this will be a huge 
advantage for America … and for Pennsylvania

We Start With Some Underlying Heresy…



Assure communication connectivity 
with the rest of the nation and the 
globe… air service has new roles

• Changes in airline operating 
economics…

• Changes in consumer options…
• Emergence of superior communication 

channels & options

The Goal of Every Region:



The New Future of Air Transportation

• Different Economics
• Shifting Consumer Structure
• Different Air Transportation Structure
• New – Internally-Driven - Airline Strategies

Calibration Change # 1 :
Relying on The Past Will Keep You There



The role & value applications of air travel 
as a communication channel have 
evolved…

Some applications are no longer 
competitively-efficient… some others will 
be materially spiked by new technology… 

Calibration Change # 2 :



Let’s Look At The National Near-Term…
Air passenger generators 
have changed…

The applications of air 
travel as a 
communications channel 
were changing , pre CCP-
Covid.

The pandemic 
accelerated the shifts, 
and caused the airline 
industry to re-fleet, re-
strategize and re-
structure



International Traffic – was 31% 
driver… expected to be @ 15% in 
2022 – at best

Business Traffic - air transportation 
has different – and smaller - roles 
as a communication channel

The Future Will Be Fundamentally Different



• The need for physical proximity to do business 

is much less...

• The time-efficiency has deteriorated

• Short haul modes have evolved:

Changing Communication Needs, Changing Modalities



The Trend Is Clear – It’s All About New 
Communication Channels –
Business Relies Less on Short-Haul Air Travel



Trans-Atlantic:
• Moribund due total confusion

• Strong potential post Covid – When?

• Huge growth potential w/new airliners

Trans-Pacific
• Plan on fraction of 2018 traffic

• China traffic is dead – 8M down to <1M

• Pac Rim mostly business travel

• Huge danger of major disruption

Geo-political & Covid – Materially Changed International



Growth Patterns – Demographic & Economic Shifts
Regional Enplanement Growth 2025 v 2019



Subject to local & regional 
forecast factors…

EYW – accommodations expansion?

COS – I-25 Corridor  business expansion 
going southward

Hawaii – CCP-Covid damage long term?

Myrtle Beach – tee-time availability? 
Emerging competition with Grand Rapids?

ONT – the LA Basin shifts may be only 
partially evident

MOB – an airport move will = a 15% 
enplanement jump in 2024



Let’s Talk About The Structure & Future 
of The Airline Industry As They Affect 
Pennsylvania



First… This Industry Is Gone…

Short-haul, intra regional service with independent 
commuter airlines is mostly dead…

• The economics have changed
• The consumer needs have changed
• The business communication needs have changed
• The time-efficiency is typically poor

Fact: just about every attempt at such service over the 
last twenty years has failed completely

There is no independent turf-based regional airline 
industry, anymore



Airlines – Different Categories, Different Missions

Major Airline Systems. American, Delta, Alaska, 
United, Southwest, JetBlue

Impulse Traffic Airlines – Allegiant, Sun Country, 
Frontier, Spirit

Commuter Opportunity Airlines – Contour, Boutique,  
Cape Air, Southern Airways Express

Next Generation Model Carriers – Avelo, Breeze



Let’s Discuss
Major Airline Systems. American, Delta, Alaska, 
United, Southwest, JetBlue

Except Southwest and JetBlue, these carriers contract 
out substantial flying to small lift providers, once 
known as “regional airlines.” Except for JetBlue, all 
focus substantially on connecting passengers 
(including Southwest)

Average aircraft size is growing – 50 seat jets being 
retired. 

Watch United for innovative route system shifts



Impulse Traffic Airlines, a.k.a. ULCCs
Impulse Traffic Airlines – Allegiant, Sun Country, 
Frontier, Spirit

Model is mostly generating net-new passengers from 
other discretionary spend patterns, with heavier 
emphasis on ancillary revenues, especially Allegiant

These do not “meet air service needs” but instead 
provide air service that attracts leisure-spend dollars.

Nomadic in nature – dependent on levels of 
discretionary dollars in the economy.

These do not provide connectivity to and from the 
national & global economies



Back-Fill Airline Models

Commuter Opportunity Airlines – Contour, Boutique,  
Cape Air, Southern Airways Express

Provide lift at points major carriers find too small or 
not attractive, as well as EAS markets across the 
nation.

Excellent operators, very specific market opportunities

Value is where consumers have inferior alternative 
travel options.



Captain Kirk Airlines – A Model Where No Airline 
Has Gone Before

New Model Carriers.  These are airlines looking to take 
advantage of latent travel demand not met by existing 
carrier systems… Similar model – different M.O.

Breeze: How much personal traffic between SDF and 
CAK? Or  Providence and Charleston? Couldn’t really 
fly between a lot of cities like these before. 

Avelo: Burbank as gateway to Los Angeles, New Haven 
as aggregation point for I-95 & I-91 Corridor 
populations. Demand beteen Los Angeles Basin and 
Ft. Collins?

Experimental… so was FedEx.



The 500 Pound Air Service Question In The Room

Keeping Rural Areas of 
Pennsylvania Communication-
Connected To The World



Let’s Define “Air Service”

It provides access to and from the rest of the globe…

… With service factors that meet consumer needs and is 
at least in most cases  superior to alternatives

It does not necessarily need to be at the local airport, and 
in many cases, the local airport cannot support service 
the consumer will use instead of alternatives.



Certain Unpopular Realities – The Consumer

The local consumer will always say yes to using the 
local airport… typically when what the local airport 
might offer isn’t described in the Survey Monkey 
questionnaire.

Often, the levels & structure of local air service that 
can be attracted are less time-efficient and 
consumer attractive than other options…

Examples: Youngstown (Pittsburgh), Naples (Ft. 
Myers), Muskegon (Grand Rapids)



Extinct Bird Spotting…

The business base and consumer needs that 
supported small airliners like this 30 years 
ago have both disappeared.

This means the machinery that provided 
mainline airline connectivity to several 
Pennsylvania communities is gone, too.

Next on the block: 50-seat jets



No, There Aren’t New Tech Aircraft On The Way

Any small airliners on the drawing board represent high costs, low 
capacity, and questionable long-term sustainability (read: battery 
technology.)

The Cessna 408 is essentially the state of the art – a very old state.

More “studies” and analyses won’t find a solution – the challenge is 
clear.

In a digital economy, with declining dependence on air as a business 
modality, what alternatives do such communities face?

The 1960s are over… what communication alternatives now are 
emerging?



Okay, Let’s Stop With Hypotheticals

There are communities in the lower 48 that are literally cut off from 
local or alternative commercially-viable air service…

The economics of air transportation and the levels of revenue they 
can generate are galaxies apart

The EAS system’s abuses have poisoned the well for many such 
points.

The challenge is to have communication access --- options?



Two Words, Benjamin, Regarding Pennsylvania 
Airports’ Future

Air 
Logistics



Air Logistics Is Not Your Father’s Air Cargo

Historically, shipment of goods by air was relegated to high-
value items that needed to be transported rapidly… time was 
the real commodity.

Today, that time commodity has become a consumer-
imperative in the new retail chain. That coffee-maker, or 
blouse, or chain saw can be here tomorrow due to using 
aircraft for high-volume shipments.

Amazon was first, but will not be alone… the terminal sort 
center may well be the 737, or the ATR, or even the 777 that 
arrives, distributes the goods and leaves.



These “Distribution Points” Can Take Advantage of 
Williamsport, or College Station, or Oil City…

The future of logistics is reducing time from production to consumer. 

Rural airports can have huge advantages in shaving time & cost from future 
distribution…



Starting Point Summary

The scheduled air transportation system will be structurally smaller in 
2022 -2023 due to changes in the applications of air travel

Two dangers: Short term: more CCP-Covid confusion. Long term: 
massive inflation

New approaches need to be pursued to assure communications 
connectivity for truly rural Pennsylvania points. Just having “flights” 
won’t address this.

The PA airports system is well positioned for the new 
logistics/distribution future.



Data Sources…

On-going forecast reviews of 168 airports, 97% of enplanements

Reviewed monthly – capacity, local airline changes, economics

Completely independent – accomplished since 1992

www.Airports:USA.com



Questions?...
This Presentation Will Be Available At 

www.AirportsUSA.com
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